**Crawford County Cluster:** More than 650 individuals have been tested at the Pittsburg Clinic since Friday, June 12 after several employees of a local bacon processing plant tested positive earlier in the week. Dr. Bean, working with the Crawford County Health Department, advocated strongly for testing of all their employees and, after some resistance from plant officials, did see a reversal of their position. Last Friday, we were flooded with carloads of their employees. Fortunately, staff was prepared and in collaboration with Crawford County Health Department, worked tirelessly through the very hot weekend manning a drive-through testing station. Special thanks to everyone who gave up their day off and manned the front lines, input information, answered phones, sifted through test results and have made calls to anxious people awaiting results. As of this morning, 85 have tested positive including two CHC/SEK staff members. The majority of results are still pending. Dr. Bean is once again requiring all staff in Crawford and Cherokee County to use masks while at work. Pittsburg is also looking for additional staff help over the next several days so are contacting our other clinics to see if they have staff to spare.